We study the performance of various strategies for scheduling a combined load of unicast and multicast tra c in a broadcast WDM network. The performance measure of interest is schedule length, which directly a ects both aggregate network throughput and average packet delay. Three di erent s c heduling strategies are presented, namely: separate scheduling of unicast and multicast tra c, treating multicast tra c as a number of unicast messages, and treating unicast tra c as multicasts of size one. The strategies are compared against each other using extensive simulation experiments in order to establish the regions of operation, in terms of a number of relevant system parameters, for which e a c h strategy performs best. Our main conclusions are as follows. Multicast tra c can be treated as unicast tra c under very limited circumstances. On the other hand, treating unicast tra c as multicast tra c produces short schedules in most cases. Alternatively, s c heduling and transmitting each t r a c component separately is also a good choice.
INTRODUCTION
The ability to e ciently transmit a message addressed to multiple destinations has become increasingly important with the emergence of telecommunication services and computer applications requiring support for multipoint communication 1 . These applications include teleconferencing, distributed data processing, and video distribution. Traditionally, without network support for multicasting, a multi-destination message is replicated and transmitted individually to all its recipients. This method, however, consumes more bandwidth than necessary. Bandwidth consumption constitutes a problem since most of the applications requiring multipoint c o m m unication support typically consume a large amount of bandwidth. An alternative solution is to broadcast a multi-destination message to all nodes in the network. The problem is that nodes not addressed in the message will have to dedicate resources to receive and process the message. In a multi-channel environment w e could arrange 2 Scheduling Combined U n i c ast and Multicast Tra c in WDM Networks for all nodes addressed in a multi-destination message to receive s u c h c o mmunication over a previously determined channel. The coordination must be carefully made such that the use of the channels in the system is maximized.
In an optical broadcast network using wavelength division multiplexing WDM the available bandwidth is divided into channels. In order to communicate in this multi-channel environment, a transmitter and a receiver of the interested parties must be tuned to a common channel. Also, while the transmission is taking place, no other transmission may be made in that channel, otherwise a collision will occur. With current t e c hnology, w e m ust take i n to consideration the time required for a transceiver to tune to a di erent c hannel since this time may be comparable to a packet's transmission time. These three factors contribute to the need for algorithms to appropriately schedule multicast transmissions. In a previous paper 4 , we studied the problem of scheduling multicast trafc in broadcast-and-select networks employing WDM. We found that in this environment w e m ust balance two con icting objectives: low bandwidth consumption and high channel utilization. Bandwidth consumption can be high if a multi-destination message is always replicated and transmitted separately to each recipient. On the other hand, attempts to coordinate the addressed nodes so that a single transmission of a multicast packet be su cient c a n l e a d to low c hannel utilization; in other words, it is possible that only a small number of channels carry transmissions at any g i v en time, defeating the original purpose of a multi-channel environment. In 4 we i n troduced and studied the concept of a virtual receiver which can be used to provide a good balance between the two objectives.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of scheduling both unicast and multicast tra c, since a mixed tra c scenario is the one more likely to be encountered in practice. Thus, the issue at hand is how t o s c hedule tra c in order to e ciently utilize the network resources. In our case, e ciency is measured in terms of the length of the schedule produced: the shorter the schedule length, the higher the overall network throughput and the lower the average delay experienced by a message. The problem of scheduling unicast and multicast tra c has been studied in 5, 2 . H o wever, 5 does not take i n to consideration the latency associated with tuning to di erent c hannels, while in 2 the average number of channels utilized in the netwo r k i s o n l y o n e . O n the other hand, the scheduling policies presented in this paper are based on an algorithm designed to mask the tuning latency, and they can fully utilize the resources available in the network.
In Section 2 we present the network and tra c models used in this study, and we summarize earlier results. In Section 3, we present three strategies for handling combined unicast and multicast tra c. In Section 4, we compare these three strategies through extensive n umerical experiments to determine which one yields the shortest schedule, and we conclude the paper in Section 5.
System Model 3 2 SYSTEM MODEL We consider an optical broadcast WDM network with a set N = f1; ; N g of nodes and a set C = f 1 ; ; C g of wavelengths, where C N. E a c h node is equipped with one xed transmitter and one tunable receiver. The tunable receivers can tune to, and listen on any o f t h e C wavelengths. The xed transmitter at station i is assigned a home channel i 2 C . Let X c ; c = 1; : : : ; C ;denote the set of nodes with c as their home channel: X c = fi : i = c g. The network is packet-switched, with xed-size packets. Time is slotted, with a slot time equal to the packet transmission time, and all the nodes are synchronized at slot boundaries. We assume that the tra c o ered to the netwo r k i s o f t wo t ypes: unicast and multicast. We let g N = f1; 2; ; N g represent the destination set of a multicast packet and j g j denote its cardinality. Also, we l e t G represent the number of currently active multicast groups.
In this paper, we assume that there is a CN unicast tra c demand matrix A = a cj , where a cj is the total amount of unicast tra c destined to receiver j and carried by c hannel c . There is also a C G multicast tra c demand matrix M = m cg , with m cg representing the number of multicast packets originating at nodes whose home channel is c and destined to multicast group g. W e assume that tra c matrices M and A are known to all nodes.
Information about the tra c demands fa cj g and fm cg g may be collected using a distributed reservation protocol such as HiPeR-` 7 .
We let integer 1 represent the normalized tuning latency, expressed in units of packet transmission time. Parameter is the number of slots a tunable receiver takes to tune from one wavelength to another. We note that, at very high data rates, receiver tuning latency becomes signi cant when compared to packet transmission time. Therefore, unless techniques that can effectively overlap the tuning latency are employed, any solution to the problem of transmitting tra c in a broadcast WDM environment will be ine cient. The problem of constructing schedules for transmitting unicast tra c in this network environment has been addressed in 6 where arbitrary tra c demands and arbitrary transceiver tuning latencies were considered. The algorithms presented in 6 yield optimal schedules when the tra c demands satisfy certain optimality conditions. A number of heuristics were also presented for the general case, and they were shown to produce schedules of length very close to and in many cases equal to the lower bound. In this paper, we w i l l make extensive use of the algorithms in 6 . For presentation purposes, we introduce the following operation: S SchedA; . The Sched operation takes as arguments a unicast tra c demand matrix A and the transceiver tuning latency , and it applies the algorithms in 6 to obtain a schedule S for clearing matrix A. l will have to lter out packets addressed to multicast members of which they are not a member, but they are guaranteed to receive the packets for all groups of which they are members.
Given matrix M, our previous work focused on how to select a virtual receive r s e t s o a s t o a c hieve a good balance between two con icting objectives: channel utilization and bandwidth consumption for more details, see 4 . For presentation purposes, we i n troduce another operation, V R , which t a k es as arguments a multicast tra c matrix M and the tuning latency , and which applies the heuristics in 4 to construct a near-optimal virtual receiver set , w e h a ve e ectively transformed our original network with multicast tra c matrix M, to an equivalent n e t work with unicast tra c matrix B. This new network has the same number of transmitters and channels and the same tuning latency as the original one. However, it only has k ? receivers, corresponding to the k ? virtual receivers in V k ?
. W e c a n now e m p l o y the algorithms in 6 to construct schedules for clearing matrix B in this new network. In summary, the construction of a schedule for the transmission of multicast tra c matrix M, i n volves three steps: applying the operation VRM, , determining matrix B from the resulting virtual receiver set V k ? , and nally applying the SchedB, operation. We will use MS c h e d M; to denote this sequence of operations resulting in a schedule S for M: S MSchedM; .
TRANSMISSION STRATEGIES
In this section we present three di erent strategies for scheduling and transmitting an o ered load of combined unicast and multicast tra c. These are: separate scheduling, treating multicast as unicast tra c, and treating unicast as multicast tra c. These strategies were selected because they provide an Strategy 1: Separate Scheduling. Our rst strategy for transmitting the combined tra c o ered to the network is to separately schedule the unicast and multicast matrices. That is, each tra c matrix is considered in isolation, and the appropriate scheduling techniques from 6, 4 are applied to each tra c component. The two s c hedules are then used in sequence. This is a straightforward approach and involves the following operations: SchedA, and MSchedM, . Since at the end of the rst schedule say, the one for unicast tra c the receivers may not be tuned to the channels required to start the next schedule say, the one for multicast tra c, a su cient n umber of slots for receiver retuning must be added between the two s c hedules. We note that the separate scheduling strategy achieves a lower bound which i s equal to the sum of the best lower bounds for each tra c component in isolation plus slots to account for the retuning between the schedules. , h o wever, will in general be quite di erent from the k ? -virtual receiver set obtained from matrix M.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we i n vestigate the behavior of the three strategies for a wide range of tra c loads and network parameters. Our objective is to determine which strategy produces the shortest schedule. Results are obtained by v arying the following parameters: the number of nodes N in the optical network, the numb e r o f c hannels C, the tuning latency , the number of di erent m ulticast groups G, the average numb e r o f n o d e s g per multicast group, and the amount of multicast tra c as a percentage of the total tra c, s.
Speci cally, in our experiments the parameters were varied as follows: N = 20; 30; 40; 50 network nodes, G = 1 0 ; 20; 30 multicast groups, C = 5 ; 10; 15 channels, and = 1; 4; 16 slots. The average group size g was varied so that it accounted for 10, 25 and 50 of the total number of network nodes N. For each m ulticast group, the number of members x in the group was selected randomly from the uniform distribution 1, 2 g -1 . Some network nodes may not belong to any of the multicast groups.
The multicast tra c matrix was constructed as follows. Let p cg be the probability that channel c will have tra c for multicast group g. Then, with probability p cg , m cg was set equal to a randomly selected value from the uniform distribution 1, 20 , and with probability 1 , p cg it was set equal to zero. The probability p cg was calculated as follows: where m and a denote the average of the entries in the multicast and the unicast matrices, respectively. The percentage s of multicast tra c was varied from 10 to 90. From the value assigned to N, C, G, m, g, a n d s, w e c a n Numerical Results
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use the above equation to calculate a. Let q cj be the probability that channel c has tra c for receiver j. The probability q cj was calculated as follows: Then, with probability q cj the corresponding entry of the unicast tra c matrix a cj was set to a randomly selected number from the uniform distribution 1, 2 a-1 , and with probability 1 -q cj it was set equal to zero. We a l s o i n vestigated the e ects of hot-spots by i n troducing hot nodes which receive a larger amount of tra c compared to non-hot nodes. Speci cally, we let the rst ve nodes of the network be the hot nodes. The average number of unicast packets received by these nodes wa s s e t t o 1 :5 a. Therefore, with probability q cj , given by 4, the entry a cj ; j= 1 ; ; 5; was set to a randomly selected number from the uniform distribution 1, 21.5 a-1 , and with probability 1 -q cj it was set to zero. The remaining N , 5 nodes receive an average number of unicast packets equal to N,7:5 N,5 a. F or these nodes with probability q cj , t h e e n try a cj ; j= 6 ; ; N ;was set to a randomly selected value from the uniform distribution 1, 2 N,7:5 N,5 a , 1 , and with probability 1-q cj it was set equal to zero. Note that the overall average number of unicast packets remains equal to a, as in the non-hot-spot case.
For each c o m bination of values for the input parameters N;G;C;; g; and s, we construct the individual multicast groups, the multicast tra c matrix, M, and the unicast matrix, A, using random numbers as described above. When constructing a case, we require that all nodes receive transmissions unicast and or multicast packets and that all channels have p a c kets to transmit. Based on all these values, we then obtain S i , t h e s c hedule length of the i-th strategy, i = 1 ; 2; 3. Let S ? be the schedule length of the strategy with the lower schedule length, i.e., S ? = m i n S 
Detailed Comparisons
The results are presented in Figures 1 12. In each gure, we plot D i ; i= 1; 2; 3, against s indicated as Multicast Tra c". In other words, the g-8 Scheduling Combined U n i c ast and Multicast Tra c in WDM Networks ures present the performance of the various strategies relative t o e a c h other. Con dence intervals are also shown in each gure. For presentation purposes, we use the following abbreviations for the names of the three strategies in the gures and tables:. Strategy 1 is referred to as Separate", Strategy 2 is referred to as Unicast" and Strategy 3 is referred to as Multicast". Figure 1 gives the results for the case where N = 2 0 ; G = 3 0 ; C= 1 0 ; = 4 ; and g = 0 :25N. W e note that Strategy 2 is the best strategy for s 50, but that Strategy 3 becomes the best one for s 50. This gure represents our base case. Figures 2 to 12 give results in which only one of the parameters has been changed while the remaining parameters are the same as those in Figure 1 . Speci cally, Figures 2 and 3 show the cases in which w e v ary g. I n Figures 4 and 5 we v aried . The number of channels is varied in Figures 6  and 7 , while the numb e r o f m ulticast groups is changed in Figures 8 and 9 . The next three gures, namely 10, 11, and 12, show results when the number of nodes is increased. Below, we discuss the results presented in Figures  1 12 for each strategy separately. More detailed explanations that take i n to account the various lower bounds can be found in 3 .
Separate Scheduling. Even though the behavior of Strategy 1 relative t o the others appears to be una ected by the di erent parameters, we noticed changes related to the tuning latency, as expected. When was increased, , increases and in some cases it increases dramatically. This behavior can be explained by noting that in this strategy, all multicast packets are replicated to every member of a multicast group and transmitted independently. Therefore, it is only natural to expect that the schedule length increases when there is more multicast tra c or more recipients per packet. Similar observations apply when N is increased.
We also note that changes in parameter do not signi cantly a ect D Hotspots. Finally, in Figure 13 we s h o w the behavior of the three strategies for the hotspot pattern described earlier. Except for the unicast tra c matrix A, the remaining parameters are the same as those in Figure 1 . We n o t e t h a t the results obtained in Figure 13 are not di erent from those in previous gures where all nodes were identical no hotspots. This result was observed for a wide range of values for the various system parameters. We conclude that, although the existence of hotspots will certainly a ect the schedule length, it does not a ect the relative performance of the various strategies.
In Table 1 , we present the percentage of time that each strategy produced a s c hedule of length within 5 of the best schedule, for various values of g and s and for all values of the other parameters N, G, C, and . Tables 2 and  3 present similar results for di erent v alues of N;G, a n d N;C, respectively. The strategy that produced the shortest schedules in each case corresponds to the one with the highest percentage shown. A strategy whose schedule length was within 5 of the best schedule length was also considered to be the best strategy. The 5 margin, though somewhat arbitrary, p r o vides us with an insight i n to the performance of the strategies. When deciding which strategy to implement in an actual system, we m a y settle for one that produces the shortest schedules under most conditions while producing schedules within 5 of the best under other conditions. Below Table 2 Best strategy when N and G are varied each of the three strategies is best.
Separate Scheduling. Overall, separate scheduling is e ective in producing short schedules. Compared to Strategy 3, this strategy is better when there is a larger amount of unicast tra c, when there are many m ulticast groups G is large, and when the number of channels is small compared to the number of nodes in the network. Table 3 Best strategy when N and C are varied Multicast Tra c Treated as Unicast Tra c. Strategy 2 is best when there is a small amount o f m ulticast tra c in the network and the size of the multicast groups is small see Table 1 . This result is not surprising since replicating a multicast packet increases the requirements in the network and it can only be used e ciently in very limited situations. Also, this strategy is useful when the ratio of nodes to channels is small, i.e. N=C is close to 1 see Table 2 . In this case, the network operates in the tuning limited region 6 .
Unicast Tra c Treated as Multicast. Strategy 3 produces schedules of short length in most situations. Even when the strategy does not produce the best schedule, the resulting schedule has a length no more than 20 larger than that of the best schedule see Figures 1 13. Strategy 3 gives good results when G is small, i.e., G N=2, when C is large, i.e., C N=2, and when the amount of unicast tra c is small, i.e., s 40.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We studied the problem of scheduling unicast and multicast tra c for transmission in a broadcast-and-select WDM network. Our goal was to create schedules that balance bandwidth consumption and channel utilization in order to e ciently use the system resources.
We presented three di erent strategies for scheduling a combined load of unicast and multicast tra c. These strategies are: separate scheduling, treat-
